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The g value anisotropies of the ground qryst8.:Lfielclstat~s· of the .. 

: '. 
'~''' .. 

'.' 

, ,i 

nominally. S8
7

/
2 

ions, Am.
2
+and.c1Il

3+,· have ,beenmea~~ed "iricubic symmetry iil' ',,', 

CaF
2 

at 35 Gc and magnetic.fields of approximately .5500gaUSs'by·epr spectros~o;y • 

From the magnitude of these anisotropies the r 6 - fS zero field spli ttings of 

-1 6 . -1 . '. 3+. 2+ ...' . 
13.4 ±0.5 cm and lS. ±0.5 cm have been deduced for Cm . and Am. respect~yely •. 

These spli ttings are about 250 times greater than for .the corresponding lan-

. 3+ 2+ 
thanides, Gd and Eu • It is shown that the large intermediate coupling 

effects in the actinide ions can account qualitatively for these differences. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The lanthanide series has been extensively investigated in crys~alsof 

the fluorite type by electron pramagnetic resonance (epr) and optical 

spectroscopy. The trivalent ions in these crystals may be found in various 

symmetry sites depending upon the conditions under which the crystals were 

1 
grown. The divalent ions are found in sites of cubic. symmetry. Two of the 

3+ 2+ . . 
most studied lanthanide ions are Gd and Eu ,the half-filled shell 

7 S (4f, 8
7
/

2
) configuration. For these ions in cubic symmetry the crystal field· 

splittings are readily measured although the mechanisms causing these split

tings are not well understood.
2 

2+ We have previously reported the spin Hamiltonian parameters for Am 

3+ 7 2+ 3+ 3 and em ,the 5f actinide analogs for Eu and Gd . .The earlier epr 

measurements were done at 9.2 Gc and temperatures of 4° K and 1° K, and were 

obtained for these actinide ions doped in CaF
2 

in sites of cubic symn~try. 

For Cm3+, spin Hamiltonian parameters for two different trigonal sites i-Tere 

4 
also measured. No resonance lines due to actinide ions were seen at 77° K. 

In this paper we report epr measurements made at 35 Gc on Arn2
+ and Crn?+ in 

cubic crystal field sites in the CaF2 lattice. The larger magnetic field 

mixes into the ground crystal field state (r6) the next highest crystal field 

state (rS) which causes the measured g values to be anisotropic. From the 

anisotropy of the g value we have determined the zero field splitting in 

these t'.YO ions. We also show that the simple point charge model qualitatively 

explains the magnitude of the effects. 
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Single crystals of actinide' doped C8.F2·"we~~:gr~-v;n.as oriented cylinders 
, , ' 

by the Bridgman-Stockbarger technique. Optical qual~ ty pureCaF 2 was used 

for all experiments. 5 A 4 rom cylinder of single~crystal C~2 in~ known 
. -' 

orientation (for example, the cylinder axis parallel to the 110 direction) 

was placed in the bottom of a carbon crucible. ,Powdered GaF 2towhich had 

been added 2 wt percent PbF 2' was placed on top of the crystal and an acid" 

solution of the actinide ion in minimum volume (10-50i>.) Waspipetedonto the 

pOi,der. The crucible was then placed in an evacuated tube furnace and raised. 

into the hot zone such that the ~owder and the top part of the oriented 

cylinder melted. After soaking for about an hour or ,.so) the crucible was 

slowly lowered from this hot region down to a region near room temperature. 

A disk of the oriented cylinder containing the actinide ions was cleaved from 

the main crystal and placed in a thin-walled teflon cylinder which was plugged 

vnth polystyTene foam. The teflon cylinder was glued with stopcock grease to 

the l)ottom of a TEOln cylindrical cavity such that, the cylinder axis of the 

crystal was parallel to the axis of rotation of the D.C. magnetic field. ,It 

is estimated that the orientation of the crystal is known to about ±2°. In 

this ~"ay, the magnetic field could be rotated in a particular.: plane of CaF 2' 

For the experiments described in this paper we used approximately 

equimolar amounts of Am243 (nuclear spin I = 5/2) and Cm
244 

(I = 0) in one 

crystal. When the crystals were initially grown or annealed, the actinide 

ions were in the trivalent state. However, due to the high level of radio-

244 
activity caused mainly by the alpha emission from the Cm nucleus (tl / 2 = 18.1 y,r) 

3+ 3+ part of the km was reduced to the divalent state and part of the Cm 

t 
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4+ 4 
was oxidized to Cm . At the time the measurements 'were done, the ratio of 

Am2
+ to Cm3+ in cubic sites was approximately 10:1. 

The epr measurements were made at 1 0 K with a conventional superheterodyne 

spectrometer operating at approximately 34.5 Gc. , The magnetic field was pro-

duced by a 12-inch rotating magnet and measured with an nmr gaussmeter IV'hose 

d b t A · 11' f . Tm2+ . frequency was monitore y a frequency coun ere sma p~ece 0 ~n 

CaF2 was placed in the cavity and the isotropic resonance from the f7 state 
6 . 

was used as an internal reference. The frequency of the signal klystron was 

measured with a high-Q wavemeter.· 

m. PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION AND RESULTS' 

A free ion placed in a crystalline electric field undergoes a splitting 

of its total angular momentum J which is dependent upon the synnnetry of the 

electrostatic field. We are interested in the case of a J= 7/2 state placed 

in a cubic symmetry site in the CaF2 lattice. From group theoretical argu

ments, the J = 7/2 state in zero magnetic field Will split into two doubly 

degenerate state~ r6 and f7' and one qu~rtet state, f8~ The Hamiltonian for 

this problem including the Zeeman effect caused by an external magnetic field 

may be \ITi tten 

(1) 

The first term represents the Zeeman interaction where. gJ is the Lande g 
-' 

value for the lowest free ion level, ~ is the Bohr magneton, and H is the 
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external magnetic field. The last two terms represent the effect of the 

cubic crystalline field on the J = 7/2 manifold, where we consider' B4 and 

B6 as adjus-:'able parameters related to the strength of the crystalline field. 

The Om terms are angular momentum operators of 'the appropriate symmetry.7 
n 

For the zero magnetic field case we find an exact solution for this 

Hamiltonian applied to the J". = 7/2 manifold, the energies of the levels being 

gi ven in terms of b
4 

= 60B
4 

and b
6 

= l260B
6 
.. " The energy level d,"agrf'''1. is shovm 

in Fig. 1. If we choose the energy of the r 6 state to equal zero, the second 

colunm in Fig. 1 shows the relative energies. If the crystal field splitting 

is much greater than the Zeeman interaction, then t;he, zero field wave:furi.ctions, 

will be an accurate representation and can be used to calculate g values of 

the crystal field energy l~vels) For the cases under consideration here ·..,e 

have neglected J mixing by the crystal field because the next free ion level 

is on the order of 17,000 'cm -1 higher in energy. a We .have used th~ Zero 

field vTavef'u.ri.ctions to calculate g values and interpret our eprresults at 

X ba.'1d, 9.2 Gc and approximately 1500 gauss, and have shown that the r 6' 

2+ 3+· state has the lowest energy for Am and Cm in cubic s~netry and is 

isotropic to within our experimental error. 3 . Our :'earlier, results are given in Table I. 

At higher magnetic fields the Zeeman term will becon:e important and vrill 

cause an anisotropy in the epr spectrum of ,the r6 state since this interaction 

wil2. mix the f8 with the r 6 state •. From the magnitude of the anisotropy we 

can determine the splitting of the r6 - ra levels. The experimental data are 

shOim as circle8 in Fig. 2. We have plotted the g value, of the r 6 state , 

3+ 2+ for both Cm and Am as a function of the angte of the magnetic field with 

respect to the unit cell axis of the CaF
2 

lattice~ The magnetic field was 

• 

• 
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rotated in the [110] plane: of CaF 2'· The hyperfine cQuplingconsta1).t of PJ.n.
243 .. 

was isotropic to Within our experimental error of -lOP on this particular· 

measurement. In order to determine the valu~s 'of the parameters b4,b6' and 

gJ which would reproduc~ the experimental data,.othe Hamiltonian (Eq. 1) was 

applied to the J = 7/2 manifold which resulted in an 8 X 8 matrix With elements· 

in terms of the above parameters, the magnetic field H, ~d the direction 

cosines of H relative to the cubic axes of CaF2• A computer,program was 

written which diagonalized the 8 x 8 matrix and calculated the g value ·for the· 

ground Kramers doublet state. The values of b4,. b6, and gJ were varied unt:U· 

the best fit to the experimental data was found. 9 The calculated fits for Am.2+ 

3+ and Cm are sho~~ in Fig. 2 along with the values for the parameters. The 

. 2+ 3+ 
solid line is the calculated g value for PJ.n.,. the dotted line is for Cm • 

Unique valu~s of b4 and b6 could not be determined from this analysis 

as the anisotropy depended only on the r6 - t8 splitting. Therefore, there 

are any number of values of b4 and.b6 which can give the same splitting. The 

r7 level is'so relatively high in energy that our data are. not sensitive to 

its position. vIe have determined the magnitude of the f6 - r8 splitting as 

4 -1 3+ 8 6 -1 2+ 13· ±0·5 cm for Cm :CaF2 and 1. ±0.5 cm for Am. :CaF2, The gJ values 
. 3+ 2+ 

'were found to be 1.9261 ±O.OOl and 1.9258 ±O.OOl for Cm and.Am , respectively, 

The absolute values of gJ are measured to the accuracy shown; however, the. 

, relative measurement of the two gJ values is about one order of magnitude 

better. 

In the lanthanide series a recent survey has shown that for trivalent 

rare earth ions in cubic sites in the CaF2 lattice, the fourth order term b4 
1 

is about an order of magnitude larger than the sixth order term b6, This 

~..... " 
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ratio is also 

" . :.; . :,- . 
. . ~. . . ~ , 'j ; .• ':' .. 

. . 2+ .. .' ..... :.. '" . 
true for Eu . in the Ca.F

2 
lattice~:We have made this assumption.) 

C~+ Jd Am2+ ~d ~how in Fig. '. 3 t~~. ene~gy',leyel' diagrams' for. 

the cryr;tal field levels with the values ·of b6 = 0 ,and -.J.: cm -1 For the' 

purpose of comparison, we show the energy diagram of Gd.3+ and Eu
2

+ doped in· 
'I." • 

Ca:.F
2 

in Fig. 4. It is instructive to see how the Zeeman interaction mixes' 

the crystal field levels for C~+. Fig."5 shows the energies 'of the crystal. 
, . :..' . 

3. 

field levels as a function of magnetic field applied in the [iqo] directi.on. : . 

. ...... ' 

;.' . '," ' .', 
. . -. .;- ..... ' ~ , . . :.. , 

: ,.'. .;' .. :,- ::,:~'-~:-).~, ~'~" .... ; .,' .. : ~.:;,~" "-

-' .' • '. ~- •. ' \- • " ••• :.. • ~~. .;.',:,;.' • ~. 4. • 

. :\~y'~::./ .J)~~CU~~~~~::;.:~.:~:";:-L,.:.::::~ . :\.;::' :>;~>".:' . :: ::; " ... : .. 
'Our experimental 'results 'show:that· the. crystal.~f±e:j.d·:split~irigs· of 'the 

. 8 .. :.' "~ ... ' ,': <: ' .. ' ...... :, ' .. : ..... , ........ <:.' • ':. .' 

nominally 8
7
/ 2 actinid~ ions.:are 'approXima~elY>250 .ti~es larg~r than the 

, .. ~ . ; ~. ' 

corresponding' lanthanides. Clearly such a large.effec~.must:; arise. from the 

differences of the electronic structures of'the two sets of ions. 
, 
8uch.dif-

" , I 

". 

.~ '.' 

.' . 

ferences are quite Significant and arise. because 'ofthe intermediate. coupling . - .-.' . '.:, 

effects induced by the relatively large spin orbi.t. c~upling energies of the 

actinide ions. The spin orbit interaction matrix elements are diagonal in J 

but are not diagonal in L and 8? so states of the same .J but different L and· 

8 -vrill be mixed. 10 For example; the leading terms o( the :ground state wave-
.', . 

function of Gd.3+ have been given by Wybourne' asll 
. ' ' 

.... 
" ' . .' 

' ... ;. 

. '.: " .~~-.:<.., ... ; .. .': ..... ::>::.. ;' , .' .. . 8 ' 

which shows that for qa.3+. the J~O~d. sta;:iS .ap~roX~~~elY ·.~8%. :pur~.· 87/ 2" 

Recent i-lOrk on the optical spectra of Cm' '. has· shown that the leading terms . 

. ". 

" .'. 

.. 

• 
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- --- 6 - "-, ',--6 
?jJ(Crr?+,J=7/2)= 0.8911 8

8") + 0.4141 P)~o.o~ol D) + ... 

, 8 
so that it,:: only 79% pure __ 87/ 2• However, 'the fourth order crystal field operator 

will not split any of the three te+.ms listed above nor will there be ar.ynon-

zero matrix elements between any combination of them. Therefore, the contri-

bution to the zero field splitting from the intermediate coupled wavefunction 

vrill come from a large number of small terms. We wiJ,.l now calculate the zero 

field splitting caused by ~hese terms using the electrostatic point charge 

model. 

The theoretical expression for B4 in the approximation of the electro

static model may be written12 

o 

vihere 0 A4 represents the sum of all the charges in the lattice at a particular 

<r
4,) 

1 ' 

point, is the expectation value for the magnetic electrons, (?jJJIIi3I?jJJ ) 

is the fourth degree operator equivalent factor. The expression (1-°4) takes 

into aCCOU,l1.t shielding effects, where 0'4 is the fourth degree shielding 

pa.cameter. Since we have a good wave fUnction for cnl+, we will carry out the 

3+ 3+ 8JJove calculation for the ions Cm and Gd • We will aSSlllne 0'4 = 0 (no shielding 

effects) . 

12 Bleaney has performed the lattice summation for the CaF2 lattice con-

Sidering the first four shells of ions surrounding the trivalent ion. He has 
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(4 ) 

Dr. 'M.Wil~~n13'~omArgO~~ Nationai.' 
. " \. . 

; .. 

Laboratory has performed a, Hartree-Fock 'calculation.',and provided us, wI ththe' 

value (r 4) = 3.69 a. u~ for the trivalent Cm ion~:: ',The"mtrix element remaining' 
, I ' ,:,,', '~ '.' ,'. ' , " '" 10 14 ' 

(7fJJ Ilt3I1V'lJ ) may be "written as the' sunnnat~on of terms of the type " 

, : , ., ~ ,. ' 

[14( 2J -4) ;] 
[1(2J+5)] 

,'1/2 "'S~V~+k'-:" , .' ", ',' 
, (-1) ',' :," (2J+l):' ,(J:1JkJ .• ' '(±JldSLllu(k)\\rc/ SL

T r '(5)' " 
L LS ",' ,',,' " . "'.' . 

. . ' ~ 
0 •.... 1 , 

;, -. 

where k = 4. The ,values of the reduced matrix elements for k =2,3;,4,5, and 6 

have been tabulated for all fn configurations by Niels~n and Koste;. 15 'A 

computer program has been written9 whic~'will calculate operator equivalent 

factors for intermediate coupled wavefunctions. The, values of the operato~ 

equivalent factors, a, ~, ~ for the 50-term Cm3+ wavefunction are given in 

Table II. A similar calculation for Cn?+ but with a wavefunction 'which vas 

derived from extrapolated parameters has been performed by Dr. S. Feneuille.
16

, 

We have checked the relevant parts of his calculation with ours. We also list 

in Table ,II the operator equivalent factors for Gd3+ calculated from an 

intermediate coupled wave function which was obtained from electrostatic and 

spin orbit coupling parameters which best reproduced the spectra and intensities 

f -'-ho 0 0 1 t· 17 o v ~s ~on ~n so u ~on. 

, 
. ",. 

" , 

.', ..... . . ,,' 
" , 

~. : 

, ~ 

.;, '. 

'- ' ..:....; 
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We now calculate 

'. , .' ~.~ : '. 

b4 (c.,3+) ,~60l\( ~;) = "0.24 
, >, 

.: ~ ,'; 

and similarly 

" 

,'.' 
"' •• ",; to' 
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(6) 

, (.7) 

,. ,," 

' .... '. 
", . 
~. :: . 

where we have used forGa3+:~ <r4) = 1. 52 a"u.obtained'fi'6mthe,'work:ofF~'e;e-'" 
, ",., .. ;' .' " ' , ': ~" " . '. , " 18 

man and Watson.' . These nUmbers can 'becOIDpared'"tio the'exi;~~imental values·.' 
:.'" . 

.. :. '. ;"".' 

'. " ('3+) ." 
. b

4
· Cm 

, . exp 

'. ~ .' 

, -1 
~ '-1.12 em " 

.. , ..,. ~. 

(8b) 

or-. I' .••.• 

We :may also' ta.'I\.e the ratio of the; calculated: parameter's. and 'compare them with 

the ratio of the experimental parameters.: We find, '. ~ ,. - ..... 

'. , 

.; .>,::'" .'/-

(9)'. .' 
b(Cm3+) , ...• 
,4 .' exp 

== 'b' (Gd3+) .': .. 
,4 .. ', ·exp , 

:. :',1'" 

. ". 

a.n.cl 

' ..... ; 
-' .. , . 
, J 

.. <0 .. 

, .-;. 
-- ',,,'. 

"" . 

.. ': ·,·i .. :.' 

". ,':. 

, .' .. ' 
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The signs of the calc:uated b4paramete~s agree· 'With experiment but the 

magnitudes are off. However it has been shown that the lattice summation term 

(A~) in the simple point charge model is not a good I:l.pproximation and one 

must consider the extended nature of the induced moments. 19 For this reason 

the comparison of the ratio of the calculated b4 terms to the ratio of the 

experimental b4 t~~ms is a more valid criterion. We find that these ratios 

differ by approximately a factor of two. Considering the uncertainties in 

the parameters used,this agreement shows the intermediate coupling mechanism 

accounts qualitatively in a very satisfactory manner foT.the difference in 

the crystal field splittings between the half-filled shell configurations of 

the lanthanide and actinide ions~ 

3+. (.) 11 For the case of Gd ~n La C2H5S04 3" 9~20, Wybourne has pointed out 

that the intermediate coupling mechanism gives rise to a. contribution of the 

wrong sign to the value 

the Stark levels of the 

of b2
0 

(relative to the experimental value) because 

6 
P7/2 state are ordered oppositely to those of the 

8S7/ 2 ground state. o Apparently the sign of b2 is determined by another 

mechanism. Kim and MOOs
20 

have recently measured b
2

0 for Eu2+ in LaC1
3 

and 

have found that it is approximately fifty times larger than that for Gd3+ in 

LaC1
3

" They have attributed this ratio to the difference in electronic 

. 2+ 3+ propertles of Eu and Gd ; specifically to the lowering in energy of the 

ez~ited configurations in Eu2
+. They show that their results are in accord 

-vrith the assumption that configuration interaction and intermediate coupling 

are the dominant mechanisms for the observed splittings but suggest that 

the relative importance of these two mechanisms are different for the _ground 
, 

and excited states. Accordingly, they suggest that Wybourne did not completely 

.. 
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account for the effects of configuration interaction. It has been shovmthat 

configuration interaction effects for rare earth ions are, for the mos~ part, 

linear and can be accounted for in terms of a shielding factor which for b 0 
2 

21 22,23 is written asa2 · It has also been shown that a2 > cr4 > cr6' The 

result of our calculation for the value of b4 (Gd3+ in CaF2) is qualitatively 

20 
consistent with the arguments of Kim and Moos, in that we would expect the 

configuration interaction mechanism to be less important for b4, and, therefore, 

the intermediate coupling mechanism might.dominate. We have shown that the 

i'htermediate coupling mechanism gives at least the correct sign. This quali

tative argument is supported by the fact that b4 (Ga3+) ~ b4 (Eu
2

+) for cubic 

sites in CaF2. 

The gJ values mentioned earlier are in quite good agreement with the 
3+ . '. 24 

earlier values of gJ for Cm measured by Abraham, Judd, and Wickman and by 

8 Conway et al, However, it is rather surpriSing that. the relative values 

of gJ found for Am2+ and Cm?+ are to within experimental error (±.0002) the 

24 
same, From the arguments of Judd et a1. we would expect the gJ value of 
3~ , 2+ 

Cm ' to be less than that of Am . The reason for this is that the spin 

orbit coupling constant for trivalent Cm is larger than for divalent Am and 

so intermediate coupling effects should be more important for Cn?+. We list 

for comparison in Table III the gJ values for Am 125 (spectroscopic notation) 

and A~ III and a number of lanthanide atom-divalent ions, the electronic 

configurations differing only by a filled s shell. The gJ values for the 

ions were calculated from epr data using zero field crystal field wave

functions. 7,12,28 vle see the difference between gJ for Am I - Am III 

(5f7 7s
2 

- 5f7) is as large as the largest lanthanide atom-ion shift, 

.. ~...;. ;- - . 
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Ho I - Ho III (4f
ll 

6s
2 4ill) ~ These shifts and also the9m IV, Am III 

shift might be ascribed to covalent bonding,. but an orbit-lattice interaction 

of the type described ,by Inoue29 and Birgeneau30 produces the same sort of 

experimental results. It is interesting to note, that Am III,which isapprox~ 

imately 80% pure 8s has a gJ shift relative 'to the atom that is as large as 

that found in Ho III" 4~1 • 

The parameters deduced from these experiments have,been calculated using the, 

point charge approximation. It has been shown tha.t intermediate .coupling, 

that is the mixing of states of the same J ,into the ground state' by' spin orbit 

coupling, can account quali tati vely for the l.arge difference in' ·zero :field 

splittings between the lanthanide and actinide ions of ~ominallY 8S character. 

'. "' 
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Table~. Spin HBmiltonian'Par~eters fO/1un2+~al1~CJ+in:CUbiC Si'tes:'in' 
CaF 23 " .. '. I is the ,hue lear. sp.in and A is. the, li;yped'ine'-coupling constant. 

,.' . 

Ion ~ 

244Cm3+ 4.492 ±.002 

241Am2+ 4.490 ±.002 

243Am2+ ' ,4.490 ±.002 

I 

o 

'5/2 

.. 

"'," ' 

.. .' 

• 01837 ±. 00002 .' ,,' 

, ,; 0182l±. 00002 . 

," .: 

Table II. 
.•.. 3~ 3~ 

Calculated Operator Equivalent Factors f.or Cmand Gd . 

I I I 

Ion (7/1JllcxJII7/1J ) , (7/1JII f3JII7/1J ) (7/1JIII'JIIViJ ). 

Cm3+ -1.397 X 10 
-3 2.109 x 10-5 ':'8.933 X 10-7 

Gd3+ -5.460 X 10-5 
9·885 

'-8 
-6.010 10~10,' ' 

X 10 . X 
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Table III. The gJ Values. for Am I' -:,.' Airi II!, and Var'iolls, Lanthanide Atoms~ 
Ions. The numbers in :parenthe~es· are the, errorsinthe'~st; significant 
figures. '. .,- ,,-' ,,'.' ; ... , 

.AmI 

.Am III 

EuI 

Eu III 

Ho I 

Ho III 

TmI 

Tm III 

g 
J 

1. 93.7884( 67.)· 

..... 

1.99337(7) . 

1. 9926(3) 

1.19516(10) 

1.182(1) 

1. J_4122( 15) 

1.134(1) 

! ! 
/ ,~.: 

6g (I'~III)' .. " Configuration ...... Term Reference' 
. J. . 
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Fig. 2. 

, Fig. 3. 

Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5. 
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The measured g 'value as a. funct.ioIT: of therotati<:m Of the D. C. <,.' . 

. magnetic fie.ld in the 110 plane 'Of'·CaF~~·.,The. angle 0° corresponds, 

to the .100 direction. '. . '. , 

. . ,. .,,' ":''3+; . 2+ 
The zero field spli tt~ngsfor the ions ,Cm' . and Am .... for the values" 
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